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Abstract
This paper examines the inflationary consequences of a currency changeover

in the catering market. Empirical evidence from the Michelin Red Guide shows

that: i) differently from restaurants in non-euro countries, restaurants in the euro

area experienced abnormal price increases just after the changeover, ii) among

restaurants in the euro area, tourist restaurants are responsible for most of the

abnormal price increases. These results suggest that proposed explanations for the

changeover effect such as menu adjustment and rounding up are only part of the

story. We present a simple model of the catering market that is consistent with the

evidence.
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1 Introduction

The introduction of the Euro notes and coins on 1st January 2002 to replace national

currencies has sparked off an intense debate on the economic consequences of the

changeover. According to a conventional view, the change of currency should not have

any effects on relative prices, since money is simply a “veil”. The main direct con-

sequence of the changeover should be the reduction in transaction costs associated to

a variety of currencies in the European Union. The adoption of a common currency

among a large number of European countries generates economies of scale and pro-

motes a greater degree of efficiency in production. The reduction in price uncertainty

would increase welfare through the improvements in the allocation of resources. In-

creased transparency of prices would also enhance competition both across and within

countries.

On the other hand, a much feared cost in the public opinion, often reported by

the media, is the possibility of generalized price inflation triggered by the currency

changeover. Price increases in restaurants and in the service sector have indeed taken

place following the introduction of the Euro. These increases have initially been at-

tributed to the dynamics of costs in the food sector due to inclement weather condi-

tions (European Central Bank [March 2002], pp. 31-32; European Central Bank [April

2002], p. 19). It has been argued that “the extent of the cash changeover effect has been

relatively limited, and should be temporary” (European Central Bank [July 2002], p.

22).

Although price increases might have been una tantum with no long-run effect on the

inflation rate, the change in relative prices may well have been permanent. This paper

provides support for the layman’s view that the changeover resulted in a permanent

change in relative prices.
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What has triggered the price increases that followed the changeover? Several pos-

sible explanations have been suggested: (i) pre-existing inflation trends, (ii) increase in

food costs due to bad weather, (iii) delayed and overdue adjustments of menus (Hobijn

et al. [2006]), and (iv) rounding-up of prices in the new currency. To these, we add a

further explanation (v): the switch from national currencies to the Euro may have acted

as a device that led firms to co-ordinate their expectations on pricing behaviour. The

exogenous change in cash denomination has thus shifted the industry to a higher-price

equilibrium. In other words, the widespread concerns about possible generalized price

increases associated with the introduction of the new currency have generated self-

fulfilling inflationary expectations. In this respect, the introduction of the single cur-

rency provides an interesting natural experiment. Laboratory evidence suggests that, in

the presence of multiple equilibria, the nominal denomination of individuals’ payoffs

may determine which equilibrium is selected. Fehr and Tyran [2001] find that subjects

react differently to monetary shocks depending on whether they receive payoff infor-

mation in real or nominal terms. Also, Fehr and Tyran [2004] show that agents may

coordinate on different equilibria when they face nominal payoffs rather than real pay-

offs. It is therefore interesting to assess whether the effects observed at lab level are

consistent with the evidence from a natural experiment.1

We develop a simple model where customers have heterogeneous information sets.

There are informed agents (locals) who know the quality of individual restaurants and

uninformed agents (tourists) who do not. Restaurants choose whether to specialize in

dealing only with a single type of customers or to attract both types. Low quality restau-

rants and restaurants located in tourist areas are more tempted to set a price that leaves

1Other works make use of the natural experiment produced by the changeover to the euro. Cannon

and Cipriani [2003] compare church collections before and after the Euro in Italy and Republic of Ireland.

They find evidence of an increase of church giving for both countries. Another paper on donations in

churches around the Euro-introduction is Soetevent [2005].
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negative surplus to their customers, exploiting the imperfect information of tourists.

This is traded off by the cost of losing potential local customers. The model predicts

that, in the presence of an upward shift of the equilibrium price, restaurants which have

a comparative advantage in attracting tourists will experience larger price increases.

The empirical part of the paper aims at discriminating among the possible expla-

nations by using data on individual restaurants obtained from the Michelin Red Guide.

The Guide, which has the merit to provide information about restaurants according to

consistent and rigorous criteria, is a rich collection of valuable data that have hitherto

not been utilised for exploring the determinants of price changes over time. By looking

at restaurants both inside and outside the Euro area, we can test the hypothesis that

the price increases were specific to countries which experienced the changeover. By

combining pre-changeover and post-changeover data, we are able to assess whether the

changeover resulted in abnormal increases in prices. Finally, by exploiting the hetero-

geneity in the determinants of restaurants’ equilibrium strategies we are able to dis-

criminate between our model and all the competing explanations. The prediction that

price increases will mainly occur in tourist locations enables us to reject explanations

based on production factors, menu costs, and rounding up, that would instead apply

independently of the ability to attract tourists.

It is worth noting that restaurants included by the guide are selected on the basis of

the price-quality combination offered to their customers. This suggests that our results

might underestimate the real impact of the changeover. Nevertheless, the evidence in-

dicates that the changeover did trigger abnormal price increases in the euro area. As

predicted by the model, tourist restaurants appear to be responsible for most of the ab-

normal inflation. This supports the expectation-driven view of price inflation following

the changeover, against all competing alternatives. Hence, a permanent change in rel-
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ative prices has occurred with the introduction of the Euro, with clear redistributional

consequences.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 sets up the stage for the discussion and

outlines the main rationales for the price increases. Section 3 describes the data. Section

4 presents the specification and describes the empirical results. Section 5 outlines the

theoretical model, which is fully derived in the Appendix. Section 6 concludes.

2 Currency Changeovers and Restaurant Prices

The possible explanations for higher restaurant inflation in the euro area can be grouped

into explanations that are independent of the changeover and explanations that identify

the changeover as the main source of price increases. Among the first group are:

a Pre-existing trends of inflation. According to this story, cross-country differences in

post-changeover inflation levels are the results of different inflation trends in the

pre-changeover period.

b Production factors. According to this explanation, the increase in restaurant prices

is merely the result of an increase in the price of productions factors. In partic-

ular, bad weather during the changeover period might have damaged crops and

increased the cost of ingredients.

Among the explanations that identify the changeover as the source of restaurant

inflation are:

c Rounding up. With the arrival of the new currency, old currency prices of all goods

had to be rounded up to the nearest cent of euro. This story suggests that the

rounding up might have been exploited by the sellers to increase prices.
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d Menu adjustment. Knowing that menus had to be reprinted with the introduction of

notes denominated in the new currency, restaurants delayed the update of their

menus in the months preceding the changeover. According to this story, the si-

multaneous menu adjustment caused the price increases.

In addition to these explanations, we consider the possibility that the changeover

effect may have been the result of an expectation driven shift in the equilibrium price

of restaurants within the euro area. In section 4, we outline a simple model of the cater-

ing market based on imperfect information and market segmentation. The main appeal

of the model is that it provides predictions which are alternative to the explanations

hitherto described. We assume that restaurants attract two types of customers endowed

with different information sets: regular customers who know the quality of a restaurant

in advance (“locals”) and all other customers (“tourists”). Restaurants differ both in

the quality of their meals and in the probability to be visited by tourists. Establish-

ments situated in more strategic locations are likely to attract more tourists than local

customers.2

Our focus is on how restaurants’ choice of whether to rip off or to be “honest”

depends on the likelihood to be matched with uninformed consumers and on market

prices. Strategic interaction between restaurants and customers eventually leads to self-

fulfilling prophecies. The changeover can trigger a revision in expectations and, conse-

quently, a change in the equilibrium prices.3 In this case, the effect of the changeover

would be asymmetric across locations. Prices of restaurants in tourist locations would

permanently increase whereas prices of restaurants in non-tourist locations would only

temporarily be affected and would revert back to their normal levels. This result applies

2Models with informed and uninformed consumers have been widely considered in the literature. An

extensive survey of the literature is beyond the scope of this paper. Among the seminal contributions are

Milgrom and Roberts [1986], Bagwell and Riordan [1991], and Cooper and Ross [1984].
3An informal discussion of how the changeover can alter the equilibrium is contained in section 4.
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to restaurants in “extreme” locations, i.e. restaurants which have a clear comparative

advantage in attracting either tourists or locals. The impact of the changeover on restau-

rants which are potentially attractive both for tourists and for locals is non-homogenous.

Restaurants in this group might increase, keep unchanged, or even lower their prices.

As a result of the change in the equilibrium price, tourists generally face price in-

creases. Locals could also face price increases when matched with restaurants catering

for both types of customers. This helps to explain the casual evidence that many com-

plaints about price increases actually came from locals. If faced with higher prices,

locals have more readily available evidence, such as memory of past bills, to back their

complaints. Thus, it is not surprising that locals were the first to start the fuss.

A natural way to discriminate among the various alternatives is to consider the dy-

namics of the inflation differential between restaurants in the euro area and restaurants

outside the euro area which have not experienced the changeover. The comparison of

the inflation differential before and after the changeover permits to assess the hypothe-

sis that the “changeover effect” be just the result of different trends of inflation between

euro countries and other EU countries. An increase of the inflation differential after the

changeover would in fact reject this hypothesis. It would also cast doubts on the hy-

pothesis that the price increases were due to an increase in the cost of production factors

(e.g. ingredients), since this would likely affect euro and non euro countries alike. On

the other hand, it is still possible that European regions had been affected by adverse

whether conditions in an asymmetric fashion and that, due to transportation costs and

other barriers to trade, the increase in the price of food had been heterogenous across

Europe. Moreover, a mere analysis of the inflation differential over time would be of no

help in discriminating between the rounding up hypothesis, the menu adjustment hy-

pothesis, and the hypothesis of an expectation driven change in the equilibrium price.
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All these stories are compatible with an increase of the inflation differential during the

changeover.

In order to identify the most likely explanation, the changeover effect must be con-

ditioned on restaurants’ individual characteristics. To this aim, we consider whether the

effect of the euro varies with the potential for attracting tourists. We refer to this po-

tential as “location”. The hypotheses of menu costs, of rounding up, and of an increase

in the cost of ingredients do not predict that the changeover should be conditional on

location. A priori, their impact should be homogenous across tourist and non-tourist

locations. By converse, the hypothesis of an expectation driven shift in the equilibrium

put forward by the model suggests that restaurants in tourist locations increased their

prices more than restaurants facing a clientele of locals.

2.1 Data Description

We collected data from the Michelin Guide [2000, 2001, 2002, and 2003 editions]

(“Main Cities of Europe”) for six countries: Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Swe-

den and UK. All the six countries are long-standing members of the European Union.

France, Germany, and Italy have adopted the Euro as a new national currency since

2002.4 Denmark, Sweden, and UK retained their national currencies. We consider

restaurants for which observations are available for all four editions. Despite euro notes

having been introduced since January 2002, the 2002-2003 period is the most appro-

priate to capture the effect of the changeover on prices for two reasons. First, the guide

is published by the end of March each year and some countries experienced a double

4The events leading to the introduction of the euro can be summarised as follows. In December

1998 fixed exchange rates between euro and national currencies were announced by the national central

banks of the twelve countries joining the euro. Starting from January 1999, the euro became the official

currency in these countries, although no notes were issued in euros. Since January 2002 notes in national

currency started to be replaced by notes in euros. The replacement process was completed on different

dates across the twelve countries.
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currency regime for the first months of 2002. Secondly, during 2002 some local au-

thorities have kept prices under strict monitoring in order to avoid unfair rounding up.

For these reasons the impact of the changeover on the 2001-2002 period should be very

limited. The analysis mainly focuses on the comparison between the post-changeover

period 2002-2003 and pre-changeover period 2000-2001. However, for completeness,

the estimates of the inflation differential for the 2001-2002 period are also presented.

The information about restaurants’ ability to attract tourists is summarized by the

following dummy variables: i) TL (tourist location), which takes value 1 if the restau-

rant is classified as a restaurant in a tourist location and zero otherwise; ii) PL (popular

location), which takes value 1 if the restaurant is in a location with no clear bias to-

ward tourists or locals; iii) LL (local customers location), which is 1 if the restaurant is

classified as a restaurant in a non-tourist location.

In order to classify restaurants, we use the description in the guide. Restaurants

classified as TL must satisfy at least one of the following conditions: a) restaurants

for which the description explicitly states that their customers are mainly tourists, b)

restaurants located in particular tourist areas, c) restaurants with a particular view, d)

hotel restaurants. Restaurants classified as LL are: a) restaurants for which the de-

scription explicitly states that their customers are mainly regulars, b) restaurants for

which the description uses the expression “out of tourist routes” or another equivalent

expression, c) restaurants with some rare speciality. Restaurants which either a) fall in

both previous classes, or b) fall in neither of the previous classes, are classified as PL,

a residual category. The procedure used to build LL, TL and PL can reasonably be

assumed as exogenous in our short-term analysis. It relies on the exogenous capacity

to attract tourists rather than on restaurants’ short-term pricing strategies.

The guide has a measure of the perceived quality of cuisine, given by the number
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of stars (which takes increasing values 0,1,2,3, according to the quality). Finally, the

indication of whether booking is essential can be used as a proxy of the restaurant’s

capacity constraints.

Relative frequencies of restaurants’ characteristics are reported in table 1. The table

suggests that the euro and non-euro subsamples are very similar in terms of mix of lo-

cations and capacity constraints (BOOKING ESS.). The frequency of stars reported in

the table is relative to the 2000 edition. Euro countries seem to slightly outperform non-

euro countries in terms of stars awarded by the guide. UPGRADE and DOWNGRADE

are binary variables which indicate whether the number of stars has respectively in-

creased or decreased in the period considered. As the table suggests, upgrades and

downgrades are relatively rare events.

As for prices, the measure of inflation is the logarithmic price change from the

previous year. The guide reports a minimum and a maximum price for each restaurant.

The minimum is meant to represent the price of a simple meal while the maximum

is the price of an elaborate three-courses meal. We present the empirical results for

both prices. It is worth noting that the main results of the analysis are unchanged by

the use of a midpoint price.5 Table 2 reports descriptive statistics for the dependent

variables. Inspection of the percentiles reveal that the sample contains several potential

outliers. For instance, in the first period (2000-2001) the top 1% of restaurants with

highest change of the minimum price have experienced an increase of more than 69%.

The other years display similar extreme increases and reductions, although slightly less

marked. A symptom of the effect of outliers is that, as will be discussed in the next

section, robust estimates tend to differ from OLS estimates.

Kernel density estimates for the log-change in the minimum and maximum prices

are reported in Figures (1) and (2) respectively. Each section shows the estimated den-

5Results for the midpoint price are available upon requests.
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sities for restaurants inside and outside the euro area for a given location (TL, LL,

PL) before and after the changeover (left and right respectively). A comparison of the

densities of restaurants in tourist locations suggests that the density of euro restaurants

shifted to the right during the changeover. Other locations do not display a similar be-

haviour. For instance, the relative position of the densities of LL restaurants inside and

outside the euro area is roughly the same before and after the changeover. This holds

for the minimum price as well as for the maximum price. The kernel density estimates

also suggest that the spread of the distribution is different between euro and non-euro

restaurants, which, potentially, could introduce heteroscedasticity in our estimates.

3 Econometric Specification and Results

The baseline model comprises twenty control variables. The first eighteen capture all

the interactions between restaurants’ locations (TL, LL, PL), period dummies (2000-

01,2001-02, 2002-03), and a dummy for restaurants outside the euro area. The reason

why we use a dummy for restaurants that are not in the euro area instead of its comple-

ment is that our sample contains a lower number of restaurants outside the euro area.

Since both specifications are equivalent, we choose the one that is likely to lead to more

accurate estimates. The remaining control variables account for changes in price that

are not related to the changeover such as a downgrade or an upgrade in the assess-

ment of the restaurant’s quality. Omitting the subscript for individual restaurants, the

baseline model is:

ΔP j = bT
PLD + b∗TPLD × DNE + bT

TLD × TL + b∗TTLD × TL × DNE +

+bT
LLD × LL + b∗TLLD × LL × DNE + δT Z + ε (1)

for j = min, max. DNE is a dummy variable that takes value one if the restaurant

is not in the euro area. TL and LL are location dummies. D is a vector of period
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dummies:

DT = (D00−01, D01−02, D02−03) (2)

and

bT
k = (bk

0, b
k
1, b

k
2); b∗Tk = (b∗k0 , b∗k1 , b∗k2 ); k = PL, TL, LL (3)

Z is a vector of control variables that should not interact with the changeover. Specif-

ically, Z comprises a dummy variable (UPGRADE) taking value 1 if the restaurant

received an upgrade by the guide in the previous year, and a dummy variable (DOWN-

GRADE) taking value 1 if the restaurant received a downgrade. δT = (δ1, δ2) is the

relative vector of coefficients. Since upgrades and downgrades occur infrequently (see

table 1), we assume constant coefficients over time. Finally, ε is identically and inde-

pendently distributed noise.

In the actual estimates, we slightly modify (1) to allow for a constant term. This is

obtained by replacing the first period dummy for PL restaurants with a constant:

ΔP j = βT
PLD̃ + β∗T

PLD̃ × DNE + βT
TLD × TL + β∗T

TLD × TL × DNE +

+βT
LLD × LL + β∗T

LLD × LL × DNE + δT Z + ε (4)

where:

D̃T = (1, D01−02, D02−03) (5)

βT
k = (βk

0 , βk
1 , βk

2 ); β∗T
k = (β∗k

0 , β∗k
1 , β∗k

2 ); k = PL, TL, LL (6)

From (4), the effect of the euro on inflation is captured by the difference in difference

terms. These are equal to: −β∗PL
2 for PL restaurants, −(β∗PL

2 + β∗TL
2 − β∗TL

0 ) for TL

restaurants, and −(β∗PL
2 + β∗LL

2 − β∗LL
0 ) for LL restaurants.6

6Given (4), the (post-changeover) difference between euro and non-euro restaurants when TL =
D02−03 = 1 is −(β∗PL

0 + β∗PL
2 + β∗TL

2 ). Similarly, the (pre-changeover) difference when TL =
D00−01 = 1 is −(β∗PL

0 + β∗TL
0 ). Hence, the difference in difference term for TL is −(β∗PL

2 + β∗TL
2 −

β∗TL
0 ). The difference in difference term for LL restaurants is derived in a similar way.
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As already mentioned, the data may present a number of outliers. For this reason

we estimated the model using a robust regression approach.7 Since heteroscedastic-

ity may be a problem, we also ran OLS regressions with Huber-White robust standard

errors. We present estimates based on the first approach. This is motivated by two con-

siderations. First, OLS coefficients tend to be quite different depending on whether the

minimum or maximum price is used. On the contrary, coefficients obtained from robust

regression do not suffer from this problem. Second, OLS coefficients are different from

robust coefficients. This is generally viewed as a symptom of the presence of outliers.

We interpret these results as evidence that OLS coefficients are not fully reliable.

Results for the baseline model are presented in table 3. The first eighteen control

variables are the interactions between time periods, locations, and currency areas. The

coefficients that should capture the differences between non-euro and euro restaurants,

in the bottom half of the table, are usually either zero or negative. This suggests that

inflation is generally higher for euro restaurants. As for the other control variables,

only UPGRADE is significant and with the expected sign and only when the minimum

price is used as dependent variable. The low frequency of upgrades and downgrades is

a likely explanation for this result.

In order to assess the effect of the changeover, it is necessary to compare post-

changeover differences in inflation with pre-changeover differences. This is done in

table 4 where the difference in difference terms are computed. The first row of table 4

shows, for each type of location, differences between euro and non-euro restaurants for

the pre-changeover period 2000-01. These are generally small and homogeneous across

locations. The second row shows the differences after the changeover. Here the differ-

7This is implemented by using the command rreg in STATA. It works as follows. First, Cook’s D is

computed and zero weight is given to each observation for which D > 1. Weights assigned to the other

observations are based on absolute regression residuals. The procedure is iterated so that each time the

regression is estimated, weights are computed, and a new regression is estimated using the new weights.

Both Huber weights and biweights are used.
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ences appear more marked in tourist locations . The difference between the second and

the first row (third row) measures the impact of the changeover. As the table suggests,

most of the changeover effect has been concentrated in tourist restaurants. For these,

the estimated effect is an abnormal price increase of about 8% when the maximum

price is used and about 6% when the minimum price is used. These numbers are both

economically and statistically significant (1% and 5% confidence levels respectively).

For the other types, the effect is remarkably smaller and never significant.

The bottom part of table 4 presents the results obtained with a model in which

restaurants’ types of locations have been omitted. In other words, coefficients for all

locations were constrained to be the same. The results show that the impact of the

changeover is not significantly different from zero when the minimum price is used and

is about 4.7 % when the maximum price is used. Although the effect for the maximum

price is significantly positive, an abnormal increase of 4.7% is substantially different,

from an economic perspective, from the 8% increase estimated for tourist restaurants.

The comparison of the two models in table 4 thus suggests that, by omitting restau-

rants’ characteristics, one might be tempted to belittle the economic relevance of the

changeover for some categories of consumers and restaurants.

Having assessed the importance of restaurants’ characteristics, we turn attention to

robustness. Our results show that the impact of the euro has been stronger for tourist

restaurants. However, one should verify that the location dummies do not capture the

effect of omitted restaurant characteristics such as quality and potential capacity con-

straints. The procedure we adopt consists in choosing an additional characteristic and

adding to the model all the possible interactions between the selected characteristic, the

time periods, and the non-euro dummy. The first characteristic considered is a dummy

variable that takes value 1 if advanced booking is necessary to eat at the restaurant.
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This can be considered as a proxy for potential capacity constraints. Results are shown

in the top part of table 5. The first row shows the difference in difference terms for

restaurants for which booking is not essential. The third row shows the difference in

difference term for restaurants for which booking is essential. As the table shows,

BOOKING ESS. alters the effect of the changeover. Interestingly, for all types of lo-

cations, it magnifies the effect when the minimum price is used, and it reduces it when

the maximum price is used. Although this result might appear puzzling, there is a rela-

tively simple explanation for it. The changeover has reduced the spread (the difference

between maximum and minimum price) for restaurants with capacity constrains and

increased it for other restaurants. Ceteris paribus, a customer consuming a basic meal,

i.e. one for which the minimum price is charged, represents a higher opportunity cost

for a capacity constrained restaurant. This is because the customer is probably prevent-

ing some other customer, who in principle might be willing to spend more, from eating

at the restaurant. On the other hand, if the restaurant has spare capacity, this opportu-

nity cost is zero. This might explain why, in the presence of a coordinated increase in

prices, restaurants with capacity constrains have sought to increase more the price of

a basic meal whereas restaurants with spare capacity have tried to increase more the

price of expensive meals. As for robustness, table 5 shows that, despite the inclusion

of BOOKING ESS., the effect on tourist restaurants is always higher than the effect

on other restaurants independently of whether booking is required or not. For tourist

restaurants, the effect ranges from 5.7% to almost 9%. In comparison, the effect for LL

ranges from 2.2% to 5.3%.

The second variable we consider is a proxy of quality: the number of stars awarded

by the guide. In this case, considering the groups of restaurants with zero, one, two,

and three stars as distinct groups is not a viable option. This would require the intro-
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duction of eighteen additional dummy variables in the baseline model. Therefore, we

only separate the largest group, the restaurants with no stars, from the others. The re-

sults, showed in the bottom part of table 5 are very similar to those obtained with the

introduction of BOOKING ESS. This is not surprising since the two characteristics are

correlated. As before, while the variable has an effect on the impact of the changeover,

the impact is still higher for restaurants in tourist locations. In summary, the inclusion

of additional variables does not diminish the claim that the changeover effect mainly

originates from restaurants in tourist locations.

Since specification (1) involves a fairly large number of control variables relative

to the sample size, we also consider an alternative, more parsimonious specification.

The main rationale for controlling for restaurants’ characteristics is that the effect of

the changeover is heterogenous. Therefore, a natural restriction is to assume that, in a

given period, restaurants outside the euro area experienced the same level of inflation

independently of their location. After all, they should not be affected by the changeover.

Formally, this restriction is equivalent to assuming:

βPL + β∗
PL = βPL + β∗

PL + βTL + β∗
TL = βPL + β∗

PL + βLL + β∗
LL ≡ κ (7)

where κT is a three-parameters vector, each parameter relative to a given period. Be-

fore estimating the restricted model, restriction (7) is tested by computing an F-test for

the joint hypotheses βTL + β∗
TL = βLL + β∗

LL = 0. As will be discussed, the main

results obtained with this specification are quite similar for both maximum and mini-

mum price. However, the restriction largely passes the test when the maximum price is

the dependent variable, but is not accepted when the minimum is used instead. Thus,

results for the minimum price should be taken with caution. Consistent with the re-

striction, specification (1) is changed by replacing β∗
TL and β∗

PL with −βTL and −βPL
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respectively, while the components of β∗
PL are replaced by κ − βPL:

ΔP j = βT
PL(1 − DNE) × D̃ + κDNE × D̃ + βT

TL(1 − DNE) × D × TL +

+βT
LL(1 − DNE) × D × LL + δT Z + ε (8)

Setting DE = 1−DNE and changing the parameters to allow for a constant term yields:

ΔP j = γT
NE × D̃ + γT

PL × DE × D̃ + γT
TLDE × D × TL +

+γT
LLDE × D × LL + δT Z + ε (9)

In this way, the number of control variables reduces from twenty in (1) to fourteen in

(9). Results are presented in table 6. The main difference between the models estimated

with the maximum and with the minimum price lies in the results for the interim period

2001-02. When the maximum price is used, both restaurants classified as TL and as LL

show positive coefficients already in the interim period. In principle, an increase in the

differential for different types of restaurants in the interim period is compatible with a

menu cost story. It is also worth noting that the guide is published at the beginning of the

year and a double currency regime was in place at the beginning of 2002. This probably

had the effect of limiting the price increases of euro restaurants. However, in the period

2002-03, when the double currency regime was lifted, tourist restaurants experience an

unprecedented upsurge in the value of the coefficient. The fact that this is not matched

by equivalent increases for other types of restaurants indicates that menu costs are only

part of the story. As the table shows, this result is independent of whether the maximum

or the minimum price is used. The difference in difference terms are presented in the

top part of table 7. Although the changeover effect seems to be slightly larger when the

maximum price is used (7% against 4.9% for the minimum price), the result in either

case is the same. The changeover effect for TL is always strongly significant and is

solidly larger than for other types of restaurants.
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One might wonder whether the difference between TL and other types of restaurants

is statistically significant. In particular, it is interesting to assess the difference between

the two extreme types: TL and LL. This is illustrated in the bottom part of table 7. The

t-tests shown are for the null that the difference in difference term is the same for both

TL and LL. As the table shows, the changeover effect is about 4% stronger for tourist

restaurants and this difference is indeed statistically significant.

Finally, we should take into account the possibility that the introduction of the sin-

gle currency might have diverted the flows of tourists across Europe. Were this the

case, our results would merely reflect a positive demand shock for tourist restaurants in

the euro area. We provide evidence to rule out this alternative explanation for our re-

sults. Table 8 reports the percentage changes in nights spent in tourist accommodation

(source: Eurostat). This is a commonly used indicator of tourist flows. The effect of the

euro on tourist flows should be reflected in the number of nights spent by non-residents.

The table shows no evidence of a jump of non-residents stays for the euro countries.

France and Italy roughly experienced the same growth of non-residents nights as the

UK. Germany even shows a decline in the number of tourists.8 Overall rates consid-

ering both residents and non-residents do not also differ between euro countries and

non-euro countries. Hence, the hypothesis that the single currency spurred tourism in

the short-term does not appear to be a likely explanation for the evidence presented.

4 A Model of the Catering Market

Common explanations for the changeover effect fail to predict the heterogeneous re-

sponse to the changeover by restaurants in different locations documented in the pre-

8We consider the change between nights in 2002 and nights in 2000. This is consistent with the use

of Michelin data for the 2000-2003 period since the guide is published at the beginning of the year and

mostly reflects previous year prices.
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vious section. Understanding the reasons for this heterogeneity is a necessary step

towards the development of policy recommendations for countries which might, in the

future, adopt the common currency. This section presents a simple model of the cater-

ing market whose predictions match the observed behaviour of restaurants. Here, we

outline the crucial assumptions and the main predictions. A formal discussion is con-

tained in the Appendix.

The set of players is formed by customers and (monopolistic) restaurants. The (ex-

ogenously determined) quality of a restaurant can be either high or low. There are two

types of customers: informed (locals) and uninformed (tourists). Locals always know

in advance the quality of a given restaurant whereas tourists only learn it after the meal.

However, tourists observe the price charged by the restaurant and other characteristics

such as its location, and coherently update their beliefs.

We treat quality as an “experience” characteristic of the good (Nelson [1970];

Cooper and Ross [1984]). This implies that quality can be discovered only after con-

suming the good.9 The rationale for the private information of the locals in our model

thus comes from the assumption that they have “experienced” restaurants at some point

in time in the past, whereas tourists have not.

We refer to the uninformed customers as “tourists”. This should not be taken lit-

erally. The model and its empirical implications would not change if we allowed a

fraction of the actual tourist population to acquire information through tourist guides

or by talking to the locals. What is relevant is that a fraction of the tourists is typically

uninformed, as suggested by casual observation. When we use the word “tourists”, we

imply this fraction. By the same token, the data on quality employed in the empirical

9Chan and Leland [1982] consider the problem of “search goods” (i.e. those goods whose quality can

only be observed after bearing some information cost). Real world goods usually fall in between these

two categories. Despite tourists being able to obtain some information on the quality of a restaurant, for

instance by purchasing a tourist guide, the restaurant example resembles more the case of an experience

good (von Ungern-Sternberg and von Weizsacker [1985]).
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analysis, which are taken from a tourist guide, are assumed to form a richer information

set than the one available to the (uninformed) tourists.

Restaurants and customers are randomly matched. The probability for restaurant

i to be matched with a tourist (“location”) varies across restaurants. When a match

occurs, the restaurant makes the customer a take it or leave it offer about the price of

the meal. Hence, there is no bargaining. We also assume that the restaurant is not able to

discriminate between locals and tourists. A possible interpretation of these assumptions

is that every restaurant is required to display a menu before knowing whether the match

will be with a tourist or with a local and is committed to the prices shown in the menu.

When the offer is made, the customer can decide whether to accept or decline it.

Restaurants choose between three business models: a) charging a price that attracts

both types of customers, b) charging a price that attracts only tourists, c) charging a

price that attracts only locals. Each restaurant chooses its particular business model

according to its location and its quality. Restaurants in tourist locations profit relatively

more from attracting tourists. At the same time, low quality restaurants can profit, if

matched with a tourist, from mimicking high quality restaurants. Hence, they have a

higher incentive to deal with tourists. We focus on pure strategy Perfect Bayesian Equi-

libria. In order to obtain sharp empirical predictions, we restrict attention to equilibria

in which all trade between restaurants and tourists occurs at the same price, pT . These

equilibria can be characterised as follows: a) restaurants in non-tourist locations tend

to charge the locals’ reservation price thereby extracting all the surplus from their cus-

tomers, b) low quality restaurants in tourist locations charge pT and attract only tourists

(who experience negative surplus), c) high quality restaurants in tourist locations also

charge pT attracting both types of customers (who obtain positive surplus). Proposition

1 in the Appendix establishes that whenever the production cost of a high quality meal
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is low enough, there is a continuum of equilibria.

The type of equilibrium selected, and the associated equilibrium price, depend on

agents’ beliefs about the price that will prevail. A simultaneous and coordinated revi-

sion of beliefs about the price at which tourists will trade may thus trigger a price shift

from an equilibrium to another one. However, a change in the equilibrium would never

affect the price of those restaurants which find it optimal to deal only with locals in

both the initial and the final equilibrium. In fact, their customers would never accept a

price higher than their reservation price and the restaurants have no incentive to lower

their price. A change in the equilibrium may only affect prices set by restaurants whose

clientele, in either equilibrium, comprises a positive fraction of tourists. As proposi-

tion 2 shows, if the price pT prevailing in equilibrium experiences an upward shift,

the location determines the effect on the price of a particular restaurant. In particular,

restaurants whose probability to be matched with a tourist exceeds a given threshold

will (weakly) increase their prices, while restaurants with probability below a certain

threshold will not change their prices. The intuition is that restaurants with a low prob-

ability to attract tourists are more likely to be visited by locals who can exert a more

informed control on the price/quality combination they offer. By contrast, restaurants

with a high probability of capturing tourists face fewer locals and are therefore more

willing to take advantage from the change in pT .

How might the changeover have provoked such a change? A possible explanation is

the following. Suppose that the static game described so far were repeated a number of

times. A new generation of tourists enters the economy at the beginning of each period

and leaves at the end of the period. We assume that agents are aware of prevailing prices

in the previous periods and, except for the period in which the changeover occurs, al-

ways play equilibrium strategies. During this interim period, customers could commit
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mistakes due to the change in cash denomination. Mistakes are the results of the diffi-

culties of handling a new currency and, therefore, affect the behaviour of both tourists

and locals. In particular, when matched with a restaurant, customers are likely to accept

offers at prices different from the one they would have accepted before the changeover,

provided that the difference is relatively small. As the new price moves away from the

previous level, the likelihood that the offer is accepted declines. Since mistakes are

relatively more costly for restaurants which usually deal with a number of customers

than for individual agents, we assume that restaurants make accurate calculations and

do not commit mistakes when announcing their prices.

If a restaurant catering only for locals tries to exploit the changeover by increasing

its price in the interim period, it will be forced to revert back to the previous level

the following period, since its customers would desert it otherwise. By contrast, if a

restaurant catering for tourists charges a higher price, there is no reason why it should

revert to the pre-changeover price the following period, when mistakes disappear. This

is a result of the indeterminacy of the price at which tourists trade: there is a continuum

of equilibrium values for pT . It is always possible to conceive of off-equilibrium beliefs

whereby some price higher than the pre-changeover equilibrium level is associated with

the expectation of a higher quality being offered. Thus, PR and RT would experience

a permanent increase of the equilibrium price from this period onwards. Hence, the

changeover to the new currency would produce a shift in the price at which tourists

accept to trade. As a consequence, while customers’ mistakes influence the behaviour

of restaurants for locals only temporarily, they may permanently alter the equilibrium

behaviour of restaurants catering for tourists or for both tourists and locals. This, even

if the mistakes themselves are only temporary.
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5 Conclusions

The introduction of the euro has had inflationary consequences on the service sector

and in particular on the catering market. Restaurant prices have registered marked

increases in the euro zone. Far from being a neutral monetary reform, the adoption

of a common currency has acted as a coordinating device, shifting the industry to an

equilibrium characterised by a higher price.

The evidence from the Michelin Red Guide suggests that: i) abnormal price in-

creases in the euro area immediately after the changeover were not matched by similar

increases outside the euro area, ii) most of the “changeover effect” came from restau-

rants catering for tourists. The first result confirms that the abnormal price increases

were not driven by a shock common to all European countries. They were specific to

countries in the Euro area. Within these countries, the marked price increases in restau-

rants in tourist locations would seem to indicate that suggested justifications in terms

of rounding-off of prices in the new currency or overdue and delayed adjustment of

menus can at best only be part of the story. We presented an alternative simple model

of the catering market with multiple equilibria in which price increases are driven by

the changeover through a coordinated revision of expectations. The main feature of

the model is that it predicts that higher price increases should actually be observed in

tourist locations.

Impressive as it is, the quantitative relevance of the phenomenon found in our em-

pirical analysis is surely underestimated. Our results are, in fact, based on a sample

of selected and reliable restaurants. The Michelin Red Guide is arguably one of the

best and most exacting Restaurant guides in the world, where the truly bad tourist traps

would never find place.

There has been a speculative change in relative prices in Euroland, with redistribu-
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tional effects in favour of the catering sector.
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A The Model

There is a large number, formally a continuum, of restaurants in the economy. Con-

ditional on being matched with a customer, restaurant i has an exogenous probabil-

ity λi ∈ [0, 1] to be matched with a tourist, where λi has a continuous distribution

F : [0, 1] → [0, 1] with full support. For simplicity we refer to λi as “location”. In

general, λi is a measure of the restaurant’s ability to attract tourists. Restaurant i has a

probability 1 − λi to be matched with a local. For a large number of matches, λi and

1− λi can be interpreted as the fractions of tourists and locals in the total clientele. We

assume that the restaurant’s location, λi, is observable by everyone.

It is worth noting that the introduction of stochastic matching implies that restau-

rants do not compete. This assumption appears especially reasonable in the catering

sector which is usually characterised by spatial dispersion, capacity constraints, and

barriers related to the free entry of new firms in the presence of equilibrium profits.

In addition to being different in the probability to be spotted by tourists, restaurants

also differ in their quality. There are high quality, h, and low quality, l, restaurants. The

set of restaurants is given by Ω = {l, h} × [0, 1]. For any λi, there is a fraction μx of

type-x restaurants, where μx ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ {l, h}, μl + μh = 1. Producing meals is

costly and the unit cost depends on quality: c(l) < c(h).

Customers (locals/tourists) have inelastic demand and consume either one meal or

nothing. We assume that customers obtain 0 in the case they do not accept the offer of

the restaurant. Both customer-types want to maximise their surplus:

U(x) = v(x) − p (A.1)

where p is price and v(x) is the utility associated with a meal of quality x ∈ {l, h}. We

assume that c(h) > v(l). Accordingly, under perfect information, no customer would
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ever buy from a restaurant of low quality at any price that is also feasible for a high

quality restaurant.

A.1 Restaurants’ Business Models

Locals solve a trivial problem. Whenever v(x) ≥ p they accept the offer. Tourists

must compute expectations given the observable characteristics of the restaurant. Upon

observing restaurant i with location λi, charging price pi, the expected payoff for a

tourist is E(v(xi)|pi, λi) − pi when accepting the offer and 0 when declining it.

The notion of equilibrium in this model reduces to a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium

in the (signaling) game in which restaurants choose their prices and customers decide

whether to accept or to decline the offers.

Definition 1. A (pure strategy) Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium is a profile of restaurant
prices, a profile of strategies (accept, decline) for customers, and a set of beliefs for
tourists such that: i) restaurants optimally choose their prices on the basis of their
ability to attract tourists (λi), their quality, and customers’ strategies; ii) tourists’ be-
liefs, upon observing λi and pi, are derived from restaurants’ strategies using Bayes
rule where possible; iii) customers’ strategies are optimal given their beliefs.

For empirical convenience, we restrict attention to Perfect Bayesian Equilibria in

which all trade between restaurants and tourists occurs at a unique price, pT . Such

equilibria can always be sustained by postulating that tourists, upon observing an off-

equilibrium price, assume that the quality of the restaurant announcing that price is

relatively low.10

Restaurants must decide among three alternative business models: dealing with both

locals and tourists, dealing only with tourists, and dealing only with locals. The restau-

rants associated with the three models are respectively denoted as Popular Restaurants

(PR), Restaurants for Tourists (RT) and Restaurants for Regulars (RR).

10Other equilibria may be possible if, for example, we allow restaurants with different locations to

trade with tourists at different prices. Considering these equilibria would complicate the analysis withour

adding to the intuition.
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A tourist suffers an ex-post loss when he goes to a Restaurant for Tourists. If he

were not, then locals would also go to the RT. But then the restaurant would no longer

be a RT. A RT would then charge pT , where pT > v(xi). Notice also that for the tourist

not to be able to detect the rip-off, there must be restaurants with an equivalent location

and quality higher than pT for which it is optimal to charge pT .

A RR charges a price that is different from pT and is not higher than the utility

associated with its expected quality. These restaurants are able to extract all the con-

sumers’ surplus since their customers (locals) know their quality, and RR know they

know. Hence, in equilibrium, RR always charge pi = v(xi). Tourists can actually

recognize RR since these restaurants charge prices different from pT in equilibrium.

However, zero surplus implies that it is (weakly) optimal for tourists to reject the offers

of RR.

Finally, a PR charges pT ≤ v(xi). In this way, it will attract both types of cus-

tomers. Note that customers obtain non-negative surplus when matched with a popular

restaurant.

Profits associated with each business model are:

ΠPR = pT − c(xi); pT ≤ v(xi) (A.2)

ΠRT = λi

(
pT − c(xi)

)
; pT > v(xi) (A.3)

ΠRR = (1 − λi) (v(xi) − c(xi)) ; v(xi) �= pT (A.4)

The incentive to deal with tourists depends on the price pT prevailing in the market

and on the ability to attract them, λi. Restaurants with a high λi will always choose
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to deal with tourists provided that pT be high enough. If pT is higher than the utility

associated with their quality they will become RT. Otherwise, they will opt for becom-

ing PR. Symmetrically, the incentive to deal only with locals is stronger for restaurants

with a low λi.

A.2 Equilibrium analysis

The set of equilibria we analyse is characterised by a distribution of prices such that PR

and RT announce pi = pT , while RR announce pi = v(xi).

First note that there always exists an equilibrium, characterised by pT = v(l), in

which only low quality restaurants deal with tourists (PR) and high quality restaurants

only cater for locals (RR). This is a typical situation à la Akerlof where higher qualities

are driven out of the tourist segment of the market.

Equilibria other than the one characterised by pT = v(l) require that pT > c(h). If

pT were lower than or equal to c(h), no high quality restaurant would charge pT and

tourists would make a certain loss when trading at pT . Given pT > c(h), low quality

restaurants decide whether to charge v(l) and be RR or charge pT and be RT. High

quality restaurants choose between charging v(h) and being RR, and charging pT and

being PR. The following result establishes conditions for the existence of equilibria

other than the one characterised by pT = v(l).

Proposition 1. If
μhv(h) + μlv(l)

μh + μl
> c(h) (A.5)

then there exist a continuum of equilibria characterised by a tourist price pT in the
interval [

c(h),
μhv(h) + μlv(l)

μh + μl

]

Note that c(h) is the minimum price that a restaurant of quality h can charge with-

out incurring a loss. The expression on the left hand side of inequality (A.5) is the
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expected utility from trading at pT given the tourist’s posterior beliefs. In these equilib-

ria, tourists experience a positive surplus when matched with a high quality restaurant

and a negative surplus when matched with low quality restaurants.11

If restaurants believe that tourists will trade at a particular value of pT , they will

charge that value. This implies that if beliefs are revised, the economy could shift to

an equilibrium with different prices. The following proposition suggests that there is a

testable relationship between the price change of a restaurant and its location:

Proposition 2. Assume that a revision of beliefs selects an equilibrium characterised
by a higher tourist price pT . Then, there exist λ∗ and λ̃ < λ∗ such that: i) every
restaurant, i, with λi ≥ λ∗, charges a price greater than or equal to its initial price; ii)
every restaurant λi < λ̃ leaves its price unchanged.

As explained in the proof, restaurants in less “extreme” locations (i.e. λi ∈ [λ̃, λ∗))

raise or lower their prices according to their quality.

A.3 Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1

Tourists will accept the offer of a restaurant charging pT if E(v(xi)|pT , λi) ≥ pT .

We first establish that if pT is in the interval described in Proposition 1, there is a

positive fraction of restaurants of type l and h which charge pT . Then, we prove that

it is optimal to trade at pT for tourists. From equations (A.2) and (A.4), high quality

restaurants will choose to charge pT and behave as PR (rather than charging v(h) and

behave as RR) if their probability λi is above the threshold:

λ(h) ≡ v(h) − pT

v(h) − c(h)

11Even though the equilibria we analyse are characterised by a certain degree of pooling of different

types of restaurants, the beliefs supporting these equilibria are robust to the Intuitive Criterion [Cho and

Kreps [1987]]. Low quality restaurants could always benefit from deviating to a higher price if tourists,

upon observing the deviation from the equilibrium, were to believe that the restaurants deviating were, for

instance, high quality restaurants. Therefore, beliefs assigning a low quality upon observing a deviation

from the equilibrium are robust.
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By construction, λ(h) < 1 whenever pT > c(h). Hence, at any price above c(h) there

are type h restaurants for which charging pT is optimal given tourists’ off-equilibrium

beliefs. From equations (A.3) and (A.4), type l restaurants prefer to be RT (rather than

RR) if their λi is above:

λ(l) ≡ v(l) − c(l)

pT + v(l) − 2c(l)

where λ(l) is strictly less than 1/2 whenever pT > v(l). This always occurs in the

interval
[
c(h), μhv(h)+μlv(l)

μm+μl

]
, since c(h) > v(l). Hence, there are always restaurants

of type l willing to charge pT . As for tourists, note that, whenever λ(h) > λ(l), type

l restaurants with λ(l) ≤ λi < λ(h) could not profit from charging pT as long as

tourist are able to observe their location. The reason is that it is suboptimal to charge

pT for all high quality restaurants with λi < λ(h). Hence, if λ(h) > λi ≥ λ(l), the

tourist would assume, upon observing a restaurant λi charging pT , that he is facing a

low quality restaurant. If so, knowing that a tourist would never accept their offers,

these restaurants will instead charge v(l) and deal with locals only. Hence, λi ≥ λ(l)

is necessary but not sufficient for a low quality restaurant to charge pT . Symmetrically,

if λ(l) > λi ≥ λ(h), the tourist would correctly detect a high quality restaurant and

would always accept the offer. Thus, the tourist is actually uncertain about the quality

only when λi ≥ max[λ(h), λ(l)]. Since both λ(l) and λ(h) are less than 1 when pT ∈[
c(h), μhv(h)+μlv(l)

μm+μl

]
, there are always restaurants whose quality cannot be assessed with

certainty. In these cases, the posterior belief of the tourist is that the restaurant is low

quality with probability μl/(μh+μl) and medium quality with probability μh/(μh+μl).

Therefore, the expected utility will be:

E(v(xi)|pT , λi) =
μhv(h) + μlv(l)

μh + μl

which is the maximum price the tourist is willing to pay and, therefore, the upper bound

for pT . �
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Proof of Proposition 2

As in Proposition 1, low quality restaurants decide whether to be RR or RT. Let λ(l)

denote the threshold value of λi that determines the choice of the business model for

type l restaurants. λ(l) follows from (A.3) and (A.4):

λ(l) ≡ v(l) − c(l)

pT + v(l) − 2c(l)

From equations (A.2) and (A.4), high quality restaurants find it optimal to charge pT if

their λi is above:

λ(h) ≡ v(h) − pT

v(h) − c(h)

We have already noted that, for a type l restaurant, the condition λi ≥ λ(l) is only

necessary for charging pT . λi ≥ λ(h) should also hold, otherwise the tourists would

be able to assess that these restaurants are not high quality by observing their location.

We denote with a “∗” the values of variables in the initial equilibrium and with a “ ˜

” the values in the final equilibrium. Since λ(l) and λ(h) are decreasing in pT , for

p̃T > p∗T , the relationships λ̃(l) < λ∗(l) and λ̃(h) < λ∗(h) must hold. Consider now

all restaurants such that λi ≥ λ∗(h). All high quality restaurants with λi ≥ λ∗(h) were

charging p∗T in the initial equilibrium and therefore charge p̃T in the final equilibrium.

Thus, they have raised their price. Within low quality restaurants with λi ≥ λ∗(h), a

positive fraction (1 − F(max[λ∗(l), λ∗(h)])) were charging p∗T , and a (possibly zero)

fraction (max[F(λ∗(l))−F(λ∗(h)), 0]) were charging v(l) in the initial equilibrium. In

the final equilibrium, all the restaurants in the first group and, provided λ∗(l) > λ∗(h),

a fraction F(λ∗(l)) − F(max[λ̃(l), λ∗(h)]) of restaurants in the second group switch

to p̃T , thus increasing their prices. The rest keeps charging v(l). Thus, they have
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either raised their price or left it unchanged. But then, defining λ∗ ≡ λ∗(h) proves

point i). Consider now restaurants with λi < λ̃(h). Since λ̃(h) < λ∗(h) high quality

restaurants were charging v(h) in the initial equilibrium and keep doing so in the final

equilibrium. At the same time, low quality restaurants were also charging v(l) in the

initial equilibrium and, because of their location, cannot credibly pretend to be high

quality by announcing p̃T . Thus, they keep announcing v(l). Therefore, defining λ̃ ≡
λ̃(h) proves point ii). Finally, we give account of the the behaviour of restaurants in the

interval [λ̃, λ∗). In this case, the price change is conditional on the restaurant’s quality.

High quality restaurants were initially charging v(h) and now charge p̃T thus reducing

their price. Low quality restaurants were also charging the locals’ reservation price in

the initial equilibrium. In the final equilibrium, they either charge p̃T (which is higher)

or stick to the locals’ reservation price. �
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Table 1: Relative Frequencies of Restaurants’ Characteristics

All Sample Euro Non-Euro

Obs. per period 661 496 165

TL 32% 33% 27%

LL 44% 46% 39%

PL 24% 21% 34%

BOOKING ESS. 25% 27% 22%

NO STARS 72% 67% 85%

ONE STAR 17% 20% 12%

TWO STARS 8% 10% 2%

THREE STARS 3% 3% 1%

UPGRADE

2000-2001 1.8% 1.8% 1.8 %

2001-2002 1.5% 1.8% 0.6%

2002-2003 1.2% 1.4% 0.6%

DOWNGRADE

2000-2001 0.6% 0.8% 0.0%

2001-2002 2.1% 2.4% 1.2%

2002-2003 1.4% 1.8% 0.0%

Notes: TL is a dummy variable taking value 1 if the restaurant is in a tourist location. LL is a dummy

variable taking value 1 if the restaurant is in a location for local costumers. PL is a dummy variable

taking value 1 if the restaurant is neither in a tourist location nor in a local costumers’ location.

BOOKING ESSENTIAL is a dummy variable which takes value 1 if the guide recommends advance

booking. The number of stars awarded to a restaurant is an indicator of the quality of its cuisine.

UPGRADE (DOWNGRADE) is a dummy variable taking value 1 if the number of stars granted to the

restaurant by the guide has increased (decreased) in the period considered. The Euro subsample

includes restaurants in France, Germany, and Italy. The Non-Euro subsample includes restaurants in

Denmark, Sweden, and UK.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of Restaurant Inflation

period 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003

ΔPmin ΔPmax ΔPmin ΔPmax ΔPmin ΔPmax

1% -0.405 -0.445 -0.359 -0.312 -0.472 -0.447

5% -0.194 -0.205 -0.157 -0.176 -0.195 -0.209

10% -0.105 -0.109 -0.102 -0.115 -0.128 -0.118

25% 0.000 -0.011 -0.016 -0.033 -0.028 -0.021

50% 0.030 0.031 0.043 0.036 0.036 0.029

75% 0.114 0.113 0.131 0.115 0.108 0.103

90% 0.201 0.202 0.243 0.225 0.182 0.202

95% 0.290 0.305 0.300 0.275 0.241 0.262

99% 0.693 0.536 0.530 0.470 0.416 0.470

Mean 0.047 0.041 0.059 0.049 0.031 0.035

S.D. 0.175 0.187 0.155 0.176 0.161 0.160

Obs 661 661 661 661 661 661

Notes: ΔPmin is the log-change of the minimum price relative to the previous year edition. ΔPmax is

the log-change of the maximum price relative to the previous year edition
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Table 3: Robust Estimates of Restaurant Inflation

Dependent Variable

Period × Location × Non Euro ΔPmin ΔPmax

Dummy Dummy Dummy Coeff. S.E. Coeff. S. E.

/ / NO 0.015 0.011 0.014 0.011

2000-2001 TL NO 0.031* 0.015 0.031* 0.015

2000-2001 LL NO 0.029* 0.014 0.027* 0.014

2001-2002 / NO 0.027 0.016 -0.003 0.016

2001-2002 TL NO 0.013 0.015 0.039** 0.015

2001-2002 LL NO 0.012 0.014 0.035* 0.014

2002-2003 / NO 0.009 0.016 0.016 0.016

2002-2003 TL NO 0.051*** 0.015 0.044** 0.015

2002-2003 LL NO 0.001 0.014 0.000 0.014

/ / YES 0.010 0.019 0.024 0.019

2000-2001 TL YES -0.011 0.028 0.004 0.027

2000-2001 LL YES -0.003 0.025 -0.019 0.025

2001-2002 / YES 0.009 0.027 -0.006 0.027

2001-2002 TL YES -0.079** 0.028 -0.016 0.027

2001-2002 LL YES -0.024 0.025 -0.032 0.025

2002-2003 / YES 0.021 0.027 -0.037 0.027

2002-2003 TL YES -0.094*** 0.028 -0.039 0.027

2002-2003 LL YES -0.061* 0.025 -0.018 0.025

Other Control Variables

UPGRADE 0.052* 0.022 0.029 0.022

DOWNGRADE 0.021 0.023 -0.022 0.023

Obs 1983 1983

F-Test 3.30*** 2.60***

Notes: The table presents robust regression results. The dependent variable is the log-change in

minimum (maximum) price relative to the previous year edition. The first eighteen explanatory

variables are given by the interactions between time periods (2000-2001, 2001-2002, 2002-2003),

locations (TL, LL, PL), and Euro/Non Euro areas. UPGRADE (DOWNGRADE) is a dummy variable

taking value 1 if the number of stars granted to the restaurant by the guide has increased (decreased) in

the period considered. The model estimated is:

ΔP = β0 + β9DNE + (β1 + β10DNE)D00−01 × TL + (β2 + β11DNE)D00−01 × LL +
+(β3 + β12DNE)D01−02 + (β4 + β13DNE)D01−02 × TL + (β5 + β14DNE)D01−02 × LL +
+(β6 + β15DNE)D02−03 + (β7 + β16DNE)D02−03 × TL + (β8 + β17DNE)D02−03 × LL +

+β18UPGRADE + β19DOWNGRADE

DNE is the non euro dummy. D(t−1)−t are period dummies. *=5% significant ** = 1% significant. ***

= 0.1% significant.
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Table 4: Differences in Inflation between Euro and Non-Euro Countries before and

after the Changeover

Unrestricted ΔPmin ΔPmax

Model

Location TL LL PL TL LL PL

diff before (a) 0.000 -0.008 -0.010 -0.028 -0.005 -0.024

diff after (b) 0.062 0.029 -0.032 0.053 0.031 0.014

diff in diff (b)-(a) 0.062 0.037 -0.021 0.081 0.036 0.037

t-test

(b)-(a) =0 2.218* 1.575 -0.781 2.909** 1.559 1.371

p-value 0.027 0.115 0.436 0.004 0.119 0.170

Restricted ΔPmin ΔPmax

Model I

diff before (a) -0.003 -0.015

diff after (b) 0.019 0.032

diff in diff (b)-(a) 0.022 0.047

t-test

(b)-(a)=0 1.487 3.191**

p-value 0.137 0.001

Notes: The unrestricted model is the model estimated in table 3. Diff before is the price change for euro

restaurants minus the price change for non-euro restaurants in period 2000-2001. Diff after is the price

change for euro restaurants minus the price change for non-euro restaurants in period 2002-2003. For

TL, diff before is −(β9 + β10), diff after is −(β9 + β15 + β16). For LL, diff before is −(β9 + β11), diff

after is −(β9 + β15 + β17). For PL, diff before is −β9, diff after is -(β9 + β15). See table 3 for the

coefficients.

The restricted model is:

ΔP = β0 + β3DNE + (β1 + β4DNE)D01−02 + (β2 + β5DNE)D02−03 +
+β6UPGRADE + β7DOWNGRADE

See table 3 for the description of the variables. Diff before is −β3. Diff after is −(β3 + β5). *=5%

significant ** = 1% significant. *** = 0.1% significant.
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Table 5: Differences in Inflation between Euro and Non-Euro Countries before and

after the Changeover: Robustness to Additional Restaurants’ Characteristics

Booking ΔPmin ΔPmax

Essential

Location TL LL PL TL LL PL

NO diff in diff 0.057 0.031 -0.027 0.089 0.042 0.040

t-test 1.920 1.250 -0.970 3.010** 1.700 1.430

YES diff in diff 0.079 0.053 -0.005 0.069 0.022 0.020

t-test 2.110* 1.510 -0.130 1.840 0.630 0.520

Number of ΔPmin ΔPmax

stars≥ 1
NO diff in diff 0.048 0.022 -0.027 0.087 0.048 0.043

t-test 1.650 0.920 -1.000 3.020** 1.980* 1.590

YES diff in diff 0.091 0.066 0.016 0.032 -0.007 -0.011

t-test 2.180* 1.670 0.370 0.770 -0.180 -0.260

Notes: The results reported in the table refer to robust regressions in which additional characteristics

and their interactions with time periods and currency areas have been alternatively added to the base

model (see table 3). The additional characteristics considered are whether booking is essential and

whether the restaurant has been awarded 1 or more stars. Diff in diff is the difference between euro

restaurants and non-euro restaurants in the period 2002-03 minus the difference between euro

restaurants and non-euro restaurants in the period 2000-01. *=5% significant ** = 1% significant. *** =

0.1% significant.
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Table 6: Robust Estimates of Restaurant Inflation (Restricted Model II)

Dependent Variable

Period × Location × Euro ΔPmin ΔPmax

Dummy Dummy Dummy Coeff. S.E. Coeff. S. E.

/ / NO 0.042*** 0.009 0.051*** 0.009

2001-2002 / NO -0.002 0.013 -0.015 0.013

2002-2003 / NO -0.020 0.013 0.040** 0.013

/ / YES -0.027 0.015 -0.037* 0.014

2000-2001 TL YES 0.031* 0.015 0.030* 0.014

2000-2001 LL YES 0.030* 0.014 0.027* 0.014

2001-2002 / YES 0.029 0.021 0.012 0.020

2001-2002 TL YES 0.013 0.015 0.039** 0.015

2001-2002 LL YES 0.012 0.014 0.035** 0.014

2002-2003 / YES 0.029 0.021 0.056** 0.020

2002-2003 TL YES 0.051*** 0.015 0.044** 0.014

2002-2003 LL YES 0.001 0.014 0.000 0.014

Other Control Variables

UPGRADE 0.050* 0.022 0.029 0.021

DOWNGRADE 0.022 0.023 -0.022 0.023

Obs 1983 1983

F-Test 3.32*** 3.49***

Notes: The table presents estimates of a restricted model in which different locations (TL, LL, PL) have

different coefficients only if the restaurant is in the euro area. The dependent variable is log-change in

minimum (maximum) price relative to the previous year edition. The model estimated is:

ΔP = γ0 + γ1D01−02 + γ2D02−03 + γ3DE + γ4D00−01 × TL × DE + γ5D00−01 × LL × DE +
+γ6D01−02 × DE + +γ7D01−02 × TL × DE + γ8D01−02 × LL × DE + γ9D02−03 × DE +

+γ10D02−03 × TL × DE + γ11D02−03 × LL × DE + γ12UPGRADE + γ13DOWNGRADE

where DE is the euro dummy. *=5% significant ** = 1% significant. *** = 0.1% significant.
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Table 7: Differences in Inflation between Euro and Non-Euro Countries before and

after the Changeover (Restricted Model II)

Restricted ΔPmin ΔPmax

Model II

Location TL LL PL TL LL PL

diff before (a) 0.004 0.003 -0.027 -0.006 -0.010 -0.037

diff after (b) 0.053 0.003 0.002 0.063 0.019 0.019

diff in diff (b)-(a) 0.049 0.000 0.029 0.070 0.029 0.056

t-test

(b)-(a) =0 2.700** 0.020 1.390 3.86*** 1.73 2.75**

p-value 0.007 0.982 0.164 0.000 0.084 0.006

Comparison between TL and LL

diffTL−diffLL ΔPmin ΔPmax

before (c) 0.001 0.003

after (d) 0.050 0.044

(d)-(c) 0.049 0.041

t-test

(d)-(c)=0 2.880** 2.420*

p-value 0.004 0.016

Notes: Restricted model II is the model estimated in table 6. Diff before is the price change for euro

restaurants minus the price change for non-euro restaurants in period 2000-2001. Diff after is the price

change for euro restaurants minus the price change for non-euro restaurants in period 2002-2003. For

TL, diff before is γ3 + γ4, diff after is γ3 + γ9 + γ10. For LL, diff before is γ3 + γ5, diff after is

γ3 + γ9 + γ11. For PL, diff before is γ3, diff after is γ3 + γ9. See table 6 for the coefficients.

The bottom part of the table compares the inflation differential (euro minus non-euro) for TL with that

of LL. The first term (c) is γ4 − γ5. The second term (d) is γ10 − γ11. The third term, (d)-(c), is

γ10 − γ11 − (γ4 − γ5). *=5% significant ** = 1% significant. *** = 0.1% significant.
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Table 8: Percentage Change in Nights Spent in Tourist Accommodations 2002-2000

Country Residents Non residents Overall

Denmark 0.069 -0.043 0.020

Sweden 0.063 0.129 0.078

UK -0.049 0.051 -0.023

Italy 0.013 0.041 0.024

France 0.008 0.062 0.017

Germany -0.019 -0.048 -0.023

Notes: The table reports the percentage changes in nights spent in tourist accommodations by residents

and non-residents for the countries included in the estimates (Source: Eurostat).
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Fig. 1. Kernel Density Estimate of Price Change: Minimum Price 
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Fig. 2. Kernel Density Estimate of Price Change: Maximum Price 
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